cm , corresponding to a mean pressure at the bottom of the oceans of 300 atm. An additional 150 kg/cm * of water is thought to be buried in sedimentary rocks (Ronov & Yaroshevsky 1967) . The amount of CO~ in sedimentary rocks (as carbonate and organic carbon) is about 40 kg/cm 2, and an equal amount in igneous rocks may represent recycled sedimentary (Ronov & Yaroshevsky 1967) . It is believed that carbonate deposition has taken place continuously for most of the Earth's lifetime, and that the volatiles buried in this way represent part of the volatile fraction which has been released from the Earth's interior (Rubey 1951) .
There is substantial evidence that these volatiles were released from the interior after the Earth formed (Brown 1952) . In the first place, the low abundance of rare gases suggests tkat the Earth never had a primitive atmosphere of roughly solar composition, or that the primitive atmosphere was lost. Second, the fact that the volatile compounds H20, CO~, N~, 02, etc are relatively more abundant than the rare gases indicates that these compounds were retained chemically while the rare gases were being lost. Thus the constituents of the present atmosphere and oceans of the Earth have been released from the interior.
One unsolved problem of planetary science is whether the differences we find among the terrestrial planets' atmospheres are due to differences in their internal histories or to differences in conditions which have prevailed at their surfaces.
TMOSPHERIC ~,~BUND~'C E S

Carbon dioxide.--The
only direct sampling of a planetary atmosphere other than the Earth's was carried out on the Soviet entry probes Venera 5, and 6 (Vinogradov, Surkov & Florensky 1968 , Avduevsky, Marov Rozhdestvensky 1970 . Data on the composition of the Venus atmosphere were obtained at two levels, P=0.6 and 2.0 atm, respectively, where _P is total atmospheric pressure. The CO~ gas analyzer indicated that the molar fraction of CO2 is in the range 93-97%.
Estimates of the total amount of CO2 in the atmosphere are obtained indirectly. The Mariner 5 radio occultation experiments give atmospheric refractivity above the P = 7 arm level as a function of distance to the center of the planet (Kliore & Cain 1968 . Pressure and temperature profiles above this level are obtained with the aid of the hydrostatic relation. Surface pressure is estimated by extrapolating to the surface, using the value of the radius of the solid planet obtained from ground-based radar data (Ash et al 1968 , Melbourne, Muhleman & O'Handley 1968 . The estimated value of the surface pressure is in the range 70-120 arm, corresponding to 70-120 kg/cm~ of CO2 averaged over the surface of Venus. This estimate is in accord with estimates based on the observed opacity of the atmosphere from ground-based radar data, if it is assumed that COs is the principal absorber of radio waves (Wood, Watson & Pollack 1968 , Muhleman 1969 , Slade & Shapiro 1970 .
The CO2 abundance on Mars has been measured spectroscopically. The
Mars atmosphere, unlike that of Venus, is optically thin, and therefore the spectrum of sunlight reflected by the surface of Mars contains information about the total abundance of C02. This abundance is in the range 60-85 m-atm, corresponding to a partial pressure 4.5-6.5 mb (Kaplan, Munch Spinrad 1964 , Giver et al 1968 , Young 1969 , Carleton et al 1969 . From these studies it is also possible to determine the total pressure from the broadening of spectral lines, and it appears that CO2 is the major constituent of the Mars atmosphere as well. Total pressure is also determined from the surface refractivity obtained during the Mariner 4, 6, and 7 flybys (Kliore et al 1969a , and these results fall in the range 4.9-7.6 mb. Here the spread of values is real, and is probably due to topographic differences at the entrance and exit points for the different spacecraft (Pettengill et al 1969 , Goldstein et al 1970 . It has been established that the polar caps contain solid CO~ (Leighton & Murray 1966 , Herr & Pimentel 1969 , Neugebauer et al 1969 , so the total amount of CO~ on Mars may be much greater than that observed in the atmosphere. The CO~ abundances for Venus, Mars, and the Earth are summarized in Table 1 . For the Earth, the atmospheric abundance and the total abundance, including all forms of CO~ known to have passed through the atmosphere, are given separately. For Venus and Mars, the total abundance is largely unknown. The Mars polar caps may contain large amounts of solid CO,, and it is possible that the Venus surface is covered by carbonate deposits which contain an appreciable fraction of that planet's CO2 (Mueller 1964 , Lewis 1968 . Clearly, COs is an abundant volatile compound at the surfaces of Venus, Earth, and Mars, but it is not yet possible to compare the total amounts of CO~ at or near the surfaces of these planets.
Water.--The Venera entry probes detected water on Venus by indicating an increase in electrical conductivity of P205 when it was exposed to the atmosphere. At the two levels P =0.6 and P = 2.0 arm, the molar fraction of www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews water was found to be in the range 0.1-1.0% (Vinogradov, Surkov Florensky 1968 , Avduevsky, Marov & Rozhdestvensky 1970 . However, Lewis (1969) has argued that the change in electrical conductivity is due the presence of concentrated aqueous solutions of HC1 in the Venus clouds, and that the mole fraction of water in the atmosphere is only 10 -4. Kuiper (1969b) has argued that the change in conductivity may be due to the presence of partially hydrated FeCI~ in the clouds, and that the mole fraction of water is 10 -8. There is a regrettable lack of agreement on the interpretation of these important measurements. Pollack & Morrison (1970) have pointed out that the anomalously low brightness temperatures observed for Venus in the vicinity of the 1.35 cm water vapor line can be accounted for if the water vapor mixing ratio of the lower atmosphere is in the range (0.3-1.0) × -~ (Figure 1 ) . Ot hers (A vduevsky et al 1970 , Ohring 1969 , Pollack 1969 observe that this amount of water is sufficient to supply the high infrared opacity needed to maintain the high surface temperatures of Venus. However, neither of these arguments positively identifies water as the unknown absorber.
Spectroscopic studies of sunlight reflected in the Venus atmosphere imply
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0.~ 0.6 0.8 I 2 4 6 8 I0 20 40 60 80 FIGURE 1. The average brightness temperature of Venus at wavelengths from 2 mm to 70 cm. The points are from Dickel (1967) and Pollack & Morrison (1970) , represent the work of many observers. The curves were computed by Pollack & Morrison (1970) assuming an adiabatic lower atmosphere, and are labeled by the assumed percentage molar abundance of water vapor.
www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews water vapor mixing ratios ~<10 -~ (Dollfus 1963 , Bottema, Plummer Strong 1965 , Belton & Hunten 1966 , Spinrad & Shawl 1966 , Belton, Hunten & Goody 1968 , that is, <100/~ precipitable water above the level of spectral line formation (Figure 2 ). Studies at longer wavelengths in the stronger bands of water vapor indicate even less water, e.g. <20/~ (Connes et al 1967) and,-~5 ~ (Kuiper 1959a ) precipitable water. have detected water in a number of lines near 8200 and they report that the amount of water varies from day to day between zero and 30-40 #. Thus the spectroscopic studies can only be reconciled with the Venera results if the former refer to a higher, colder level in the atmosphere, where water vapor is effectively condensed out. The question is therefore whether ice clouds are consistent with the spectroscopic observations, and this will be considered in our general discussion of clouds. The debate over the nature of the Venus clouds is intimately tied to the question of the abundance of water on Venus.
Water has also been detected spectroscopically on Mars (Kaplan, Munch & Spinrad 1954) . The amount of precipitable water in a vertical column above the shrface varies with the seasons from <5 to ,~25 #, which indicates that the mean relative humidity of the Mars atmosphere is as much as 50% (Schorn, Farmer & Little 1969) . Liquid water at the surface of Mars deemed highly unlikely by Ingersoll (1970a) . However, there is some spectroscopic evidence that the polar caps contain water ice (Kieffer 1970a,b) , and it is possible that large amounts of water are present either as permafrost Belton & Hunten (1965) ; copyright, the University of Chicago.
www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews (Leighton & Murray 1966) or as water of hydration in surface minerals . Thus, from atmospheric abundances alone, it is impossible to estimate the total abundance of water on the surface of Mars.
Water abundances are also summarized in Table 1 . There are no oceans or ice caps on the surface of Venus ), but it is remotely possible that large amounts of water are bound chemically at the surface. It is more likely that all the water is in the atmosphere, in which case Venus has no more than 10 -a of the amount of water that the Earth has.
Other gases.--The Venera gas analyzer measured the partial pressure of gases other than CO2 at the P=0.6 and 2.0 arm level on Venus. From this, the experimenters conclude d that the mole fraction of N2 and other inert gases is in the range 2-5% (Avduevsky, Marov & Rozhdestvensky 1970) . These figures, taken at face value, are significant. They imply that the partial pressure of N2 at the surface of Venus may be as great as 5 atm, and that the partial pressure of N2 and other inert gases is no less than 2 atm.
Other gases that have been positively identified on Venus are HC1 (Figure 3) , HF, and CO (Connes et al 1967 . Their molar abundances relative to CO2 are 6>(10 -7, 5X10 -9, and 4.5~(10 -~, respectively. These figures refer to conditions in the clouds, and presumably to conditions in the lower atmosphere as well. It is interesting to compare the CO abundance with the O~ upper limit obtained by Belton & Hunten (1968 , 1969a . For the mole fraction of O2 relative to CO2, they obtained Oz/CO2 < (2 or 8) X -5, the value depending on whether absorption takes place within or above the clouds, respectively. Thus the elemental abundance ratio of oxygen to carbon in the Venus atmosphere may be less than 2 by a small but significant amount. The amount of CO above the level of line formation is about 13 cm-atm, approximately 50-100 times that in the Earth's atmosphere.
Values of the total surface pressure on Mars inferred from the broadening of spectral lines fall in the range 5-7 mb (Kaplan, Connes & Connes 1969 , Young 1969 , in agreement with the Mariner occultation results (Rasool al 1970) . Since these values are not significantly greater than the CO2 partial pressure, the partial pressure of other gases including N2 is less than 1-2 mb on Mars.
Still more stringent upper limits on Nz were obtained with the Mariner 6 and 7 ultraviolet spectrometer . The spectrum of the Mars upper atmosphere from 1100-4300 /~ showed emission features of CO, O, and COs +, but no evidence of Nz (Figure 4 ). The maximum mole fraction N~ relative to COs at the level of observation (200 km) was estimated to about 5% (Dalgarno & McElroy 1970) . However, the ratio of N2 to CO2 likely to increase with height as a result of diffusive separation of the lighter gas in the upper atmosphere, so the actual mole fraction of N2 in the lower atmosphere is probably less than 5%. These results imply that the partial pressure of N2 at the surface is less than 0.3 mb.
The only gas other than CO, and H~O which has been positively identified www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews in the lower atmosphere of Mars is CO (Kaplan, Connes & Connes 1969) . They report CO/CO~=0.8X10 -~ by volume, or 5.6 cm-atm CO above the surface. This is about 25-50 times the amount of CO in the Earth's atmosphere. The abundances of N~, O~, and CO at or near the surfaces of the Earth, Mars, and Venus are given in Table 1 . The data do not exclude the possibility that the ratio N2/CO~ is the same on all three planets. The elements CI and F are also listed in Table 1 . For Venus, the amounts refer to the mass of C1 and F observed in the atmosphere as HCI and HF. For the Earth, only total abundances are listed. These refer to the C1 and F in solution in the oceans (Rubey 1951) .
Cloud coraposition.--Here we consider observations which indicate the existence of clouds or haze in the Venus and Mars atmospheres, and observations which pertain directly to the chemical composition of the cloud particles. Observations of temperatures and pressures, vapor pressure relations, and models of cloud structure will be discussed later.
The reflection spectrum of Venus contains several broadband absorption features which are characteristic of liquid or solid material, as well as numerous narrowband features due to COs and other gases. The gaseous features contain little or no evidence of high temperatures and pressures, so the broadband features are presumably characteristic of the cloud particles and not of the planet's surface. Figure 5 shows low-resolution spectra of Venus at wavelengths 0.2-4.0 /z (Moroz 1965 , Bottema et al 1965 , Irvine 1968 , Kuiper 1969b ). Absorptions at 1.5, 2.0, and beyond 3.0 # are characteristic of ice (Bottema et al 1965 , Pollack & Sagan 1968 , Plummet 1970 , but COg aseous absorptions may account for the features observed in the Venus spectrum at 1.5 and 2.0 # (Rea & O'Leary 1968 , Hansen & Cheyney 1968 . On the other hand, ice is not a strong absorber below 0.4 ~, although many other solids are. Kuiper (1969b) has compared these spectra with spectra many substances, and he concludes that the cloud particles are partially hydrated FeCI2. There is no agreement as to the interpretation of these data.
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3000 4000 WAVELENGTH,F IGURE 4. Ultraviolet spectrum of the Mars upper atmosphere showing the Cameron bands of CO below 2600 /~, the Fox-Duffendack-Barker bands of CO+ above 3000 ~t, the CO, + ultraviolet doublet band system at 2890 J~, and the 2972 ~t line of atomic oxygen. From ; copyright, the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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In principle, it should be possible to derive the refractive index of the cloud particles from measurements of intensity and polarization of reflected sunlight. However, many other effects enter, including the effects of particle size, shape, and orientation with respect to the vertical, and the effects of spatial inhomogeneities within the clouds. At best, one can conclude from existing data that the cloud particles, if they are dielectric spheres, have a refractive index greater than that of water (Arking & Potter 1968 , Coffeen 1969 , Hansen & Arking 1971 ).
On Mars, several different cloud types can be distinguished, including several kinds of condensation cloud, and dust clouds. Mariners 6 and 7 observed two reflection features near 4.3/~ which are highly characteristic of solid CO~ (Herr & Pimentel 1970) . These features were observed on the limb at a height of 25 + 7 kin. Thin hazes on the limb were also observed in the Mariner 6 and 7 television pictures (Leovy et al 1971) , and evidence for a uniform haze was provided by data from the Mariner uv spectrometer (Barth & Hord 1971) . Ground-based polarization data have also been cited as evidence of a uniform haze in the Mars atmosphere (Dollfus & Focas 1969 , Morozhenko 1970 ), but Ingersoll (1971) has shown that surface polarization and Rayleigh scattering by CO, can account for all the features cited in these studies.
Ground-based observers frequently report blue-white clouds near the limb and terminator of Mars (Dollfus 1961 , Slipher 1962 . These clouds often occur repeatedly in fixed locations and at fixed times, usually in the afternoon. Several of these repeatedly occurring bright objects were seen by the Mariner 6 and 7 TV cameras (Leovy et al 1971) . Their unique diurnal FIGURE 5. Reflection spectrum of Venus from 0.2/~ to 4.0 #. Bond albedo is the ratio of total light reflected by the planet to total light incident. Irvine's (1968) points and Kuiper's (1969b) curve are replotted from Kuiper (1969b) . The un-normalized data of Bottema et al (1965) are replotted so as to agree with Kuiper's data at 1.6-1.7 ~.
www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews brightening behavior suggests that these are also a condensation phenomenon, Bright, yellow clouds are also seen by ground-based observers. They are generally thought to be dust clouds which arise in the bright, yellow areas. Although infrequent, they occasionally obscure the entire planet, and may last for several weeks (Dollfus 1961 .
Some observers feel that there is evidence of a "blue haze" in the atmosphere of Mars. The dark maria are normally invisible in ground-based photographs taken through a blue filter, but there are sometimes "blue clearings" during which these features become faintly visible. However, the Mariner 6 and 7 TV pictures showed that crater visibility was the same in pictures taken with a blue filter as in pictures taken with red or green filters (Leighton et al 1969) . Moreover, the normal invisibility of the maria in blue light can be explained as a surface phenomenon (McCord 1969 , Pollack Sagan 1959 , McCord & Westphal 1971 , and the blue clearings, which occur mostly near opposition, can be explained as an effect of the surface phase function (Slipher 1962 , O'Leary 1957 . The only difficulty is that blue clearings do occasionally occur far from opposition (de Vaucouleurs 1968 , Capen 1970 , so the possibility remains that a thin blue haze does affect the visibility of surface phenomena.
STRUCTURE OF THE LOWER ATI~IOSPHEnES
Several convenient properties distinguish planetary lower atmospheres from upper atmospheres. First, temperature is well defined in the lower atmospheres; the population of molecular vibration and rotation states follows a Boltzmann distribution.
Second, lower atmospheres are well mixed; the proportion of noncondensable gaseous constituents is the same at all levels. And third, recombination is swift; the effects of photodissoeiation and photoionization can generally be ignored. In this section we shall consider the characteristics of the Venus and Mars lower atmospheres: their thermal structures, the Venus cloud structure, and theories of the thermal structures. This subject was reviewed by Goody (1969) , and the following discussion will therefore focus on the more recent observational and theoretical developments.
Thermal structure.--Vertical
profiles of temperature and pressure in the lower atmospheres have been determined from direct measurements made by Veneras 4, 5, and 6, and from radio occultation measurements made by Mariners 4, 6, and 7 at Mars and by Mariner 5 at Venus. The derived profiles depend on the assumed composition of the lower atmosphere, but this is not a major source of error. These methods are extremely powerful, and a wealth of detailed information has been obtained. Figure 6 shows the most recent analysis of temperature vs distance to the center of Venus, based on Mariner 5 refractivity data (Fjeldbo, Kliore Eshleman 1971) . The Venera 4, 5, and 6 data agree with these results, alwww.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews though absolute height is uncertain in the Venera data (Avduevsky, Marov & Rozhdestvensky 1970) . The Venera data extend deeper into the atmosphere (to P ~ 27 arm), but tke Mariner data extend farther up, and show considerably more fine structure.
The lapse rate of temperature is within a few percent of the adiabatic rate, at least from 20 km altitude (P 227 atm) up to 60 kin. If the adiabatic lapse rate is extrapolated down to the surface, temperatures are obtained which are in reasonable agreement with surface temperatures determined from microwave data (Figure 1) , and with the 747 4-_ 20°K surface temperature measured by the Soviet space probe Venera 7 (Advuevsky et al 1971). If there is an isothermal layer next to the ground (Gale, Liwshitz & Sinclair 1969 , Muhleman 1959 , its thickness must be less than about 3 km.
The fine structure shown in Figure 6 is also significant. The abrupt changes in lapse rate at altitudes of 50 and 60 km may indicate a transition from dry to wet adiabatic conditions, implying that clouds are forming at FIGURE 6. Temperature profiles of Venus from refractivity data by assuming a mixed atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium. Also shown are saturation lines for water vapor and adiabatic profiles for a dry and a wet (mass mixing ratio of 10 -*) atmosphere. From Fjeldbo, Kliore & Eshleman (1971) ; copyright, the American Astronomical Society.
www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews these two levels. The region below 50 km is also a source of attenuation at 2297 MHz (Fjeldbo, Kliore & Eshleman 1971) . Possible sources of attenuation at these levels are dust, turbulence (de Wolf 1970) , and clouds mercury halides (Rasool 1970) .
The radio occultation experiments on Mariners 4, 6, and 7 provide data about the thermal structure of the Mars atmosphere (Kliore et al 1969b . Figure 7 shows the temperature profiles at the entry and exit points for Mariners 6 and 7. The profiles are uncertain at high altitudes, because of uncertainties in the motion of the spacecraft and in the refractivity of the ionosphere. Nevertheless, all published analyses of these data show an extremely cold region in the middle atmosphere, with derived temperatures falling below the saturation curve of COs. The point at which each profile crosses the saturation curve is indicated by a shaded line in Figure [ Gierasch ~od~ (1968) ; 1. equator equinox, local time 1600; 2. ~qua~or equinox, local time 0400; 3.45°N wln~er, local time 0800. The poln~s are [rom ~he d~namlc model calculafions o~ Leov~ & Min~z (1969) ; squ~es~qua~or, northern win~er, local time 1600; circles~7~°N win~er, local fim~ 2200. Th~ shaded line is ~h~ CO~ saturation vapor pressure www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews lapse rate (about 3.5°K/km, or 70% of the adiabatic rate), observed in all the profiles, the strong inversion at the autumn pole (profile d), and the highly unstable temperature discontinuity at the equator during the day (profile a). The later discontinuity is indicated by comparing the atmospheric temperature near the ground, T~-250°K, with the surface temperature, T ~275, measured with the Mariner infrared radiometer (Neugebauer et al 1969) .
Venus cloud structure.--Venus exhibits limb darkening in the thermal infrared, as shown in Figure 8 (Murray, Wildey & Westphal 1963 , Westphal 1966 ). This suggests either that the visibility Within the cloud is large--about one scale height (Samuelson 1968 )--or that the cloud-top surface .bumpy and irregular:
These alternatives are also suggested by studies of optical phenomena near inferior conjunction (Goody 1967 , Schilling Moore 1967 , Abhyankar 1968 . The near uniformity of integrated disk .
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1334 -1422 U T FIGURE 8. Brightness temperature map of Venus (8-14 ~) for the morning December 15, 1962. The terminator and the projected direction to the Sun are indlcated, respectively, by the heavy llne and by the symbol. The slightly crenelated pattern running in the east-west direction results from uncertainties in positioning the scans. The brightness temperatures shown are systematically too low because of uncertain telescope transmission losses. From Murray, Wildey & Westphal (1963) ; copyright, the American Geophysical Union.
www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews temperature at wavelengths from 4 to 14 ~ serves to define a mean emission temperature for the cloud. M~asured values of the emission temperature fall in the range 215-250°K (Sinton 1963 , Gillett, Low & Stein 1968 , Hanel et al 1968 .
Spectroscopic studies define an effective cloud temperature which is comparable to the emission temperature. They also provide evidence that the optical path of reflected sunlight varies by at least one scale height. The observed increase of gaseous absorption toward superior con]unctlon indicates that sunlight travels at least one scale height farther in the atmosphere at normal incidence than it does at grazing incidence (Chamberlain 1965 , Moroz 1968 . In addition the strengths of gaseous absorptions vary erratically with time and with position on the disk (Kuiper 1969b , Young, Schorn & Smith 1970 .
Temperatures derived from rotational analyses'of CO~ bands fall in the range 220-280°K (Belton, Hunten & Goody 1968 , Young, Schorn & Smith 1970 , although temperatures as high as 450°K have been inferred (Spinrad 1966) . The effective pressures generally fall in the range 100-200 mb, although the effective pressure may be as low as 50 mb for strong bands, and as high as 500 mb for weak bands . It tempting to associate these effective temperatures and pressures with a specific level in Figure 6 . The level T = 240°K, P ~ 100 mb occurs at about 66 km, approximately 6 km above the level of transition from adiabatic to subadiabatic lapse rate.
If the clouds are water clouds with bases at 60 km, then the water vapor mixing ratio must fall from 10 -~ at the cloud base to 10 -8 at the level of spectral line formation. This means that the partial pressure of water vapor must be about 0.1 mb at the level of line formation, and in order that this amount be consistent with spectroscopic abundances (less than 100 # precipitable water above the level of llne formation), the scale height of water vapor must be less than 1 km. In fact, this is about one-half the scale height one obtains using the observed temperature gradient to define a vapor pressure scale height. Given the uncertainties in defining the level of line formation, these numbers are not inconsistent. The fact that temperature falls to 180°K, according to Figure 6 , suggests that the clouds of Venus may be water clouds, provided the level of line formation is sufficiently high in the atmosphere. It must be remembered, however, that these arguments do not establish that the clouds are water, and they do not exclude the possibility of cloud constituents other than water.
Theories of the thermal structure.--There are many theories of the high surface temperatures on Venus, and it is still not possible to choose between them. We do not know the profiles of solar heating or of infrared emission below about one optical depth in the atmosphere. Such informatio.n could be obtained by means of an entry probe on the sunlit side of the planet, and such a probe is well within the United States' and Soviets' technological capacities www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews (Hunten & Goody 1969) . We also do not know the opacities of COs and other atmospheric constituents under conditions which prevail in the lower Venus atmosphere. Existing laboratory data cannot settle the important question whether there is significant absorption in the wings of gaseous absorption lines and in the windows between vibration-rotation bands (Plass & Stull 1963) .
Theories of the. thermal structure of the Venus atmosphere differ as to how the surface is heated, and how the heat is trapped near the surface. Trapping may be due to reflection of upward-propagatlng radiation at the base of the cloud (Avduevsky et al 1970) , absorption by dust in the lower atmosphere (Hansen & Matsushima 1967) , absorption and reflection by dust in the lower atmosphere (Samuelson 1967) , or absorption by atmospheric gases (Sagan 1960 , Ohring 1969 , Pollack 1969 . Most workers feel that absorption by COs alone does not provide the opacity necessary to maintain high surface temperatures with an adiabatic lower atmosphere. Unless the heat source at the surface were many times greater than the solar constant, a pure COs atmosphere would cool to temperatures below the present value, and an extensive isothermal layer would develop. Water vapor in concentrations 10 -a to 10 -3, together with COs, could provide the necessary opacity, but the extrapolation to high temperatures and pressures is uncertain.
Theories of the mechanism of heat deposition at the Venus surface also differ. In the greenhouse models, heat is deposited directly by sunlight, either at the surface or in the lower atmosphere (Sagan 1960 , Pollack 1969 , Ohring 1969 . In the internal heating models, no solar heat is deposited, but the infrared opacity of the atmosphere is so great that planetary heat can maintain the high surface temperatures (Hansen & Matsushima 1967) . the dynamical models, energy is convected downward by large-scale motions driven by solar heating at the top of the atmosphere (Goody & Robinson 1966) . Gierasch & Goody (1970) argue that convection of heat by large-scale motions is the most effective means of heating the deepest levels. They point out that unless convection extends to the ground, cloud particles of dust or low-vapor-pressure condensate will fall out, and the cloud will collapse. Gierasch & Goody do not consider clouds of water or other high-vaporpressure condensates, mainly because they feel such clouds are excluded by optical and spectroscopic data. Without direct entry probes into the Venus atmosphere, it is unlikely that any of these questions will be settled.
Theories of the thermal structure of the Mars atmosphere differ from those of Venus and the Earth in that the Mars atmosphere has only a small effect on temperatures at the ground. This is due partly to the small heat capacity of the Mars atmosphere and partly to the small optical thickness of the atmosphere at most visible and infrared wavelengths. With these assumptions, Leighton & Murray (1966) showed that the partial pressure CO~ in the atmosphere might be controlled by the vapor pressure of solid COs at the pole. Subsequent observations have shown that the polar caps www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews are indeed CO~ (Herr & Pimentel 1969) and are at the temperature necessary for equilibrium with the atmosphere (Neugebauer et al 1969) .
Because the radiative adjustment time for atmospheric temperature is short , the atmospheric temperatures tend to "follow" the temperature of the ground during the diurnal cycle. Gierasch & Goody (1968) have computed temperature profiles vs time of day for a radiating, convecfing model of Mars (Figure 7) . The significant features of these profiles are the absence of CO~ condensation except at the ground near the pole, the nearly constant, adiabatic lapse rate throughout most of the atmosphere, the strong nlght-time inversions due to cooling of the ground, and the highly unstable temperature discontinuities (up to 70°K) at the ground during the day. Recently, Gierasch (1971) has examined a general class of radiating, convecting models of the Mars atmosphere, tie shows that very low temperatures, below the CO2 saturation line, are thermodynamically possible, but that the atmosphere must function as an extremely efficient heat engine for these low temperatures to occur. That is, rising convective elements, driven by heating at the surface, would have to overshoot the height at which they are neutrally bouyant, with little dissipative energy loss. There is no evidence that such efficient convection takes place in laboratory or terrestrial situations.
STRUCTURE OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERES
At sufficiently high atmospheric levels, local thermodynamic equilibrium breaks down and energy cannot be eff~ciently radiated away by molecular vibration-rotation bands in the thermal infrared. This breakdown occurs when the spontaneous emission probability per molecule exceeds the rate of excitation by collisions. On the Earth, Venus, and Mars, the LTE transition level is determined by relaxation Of the lowest vibrational mode of CO,, centered at 667 crn -~ .This occurs at a pressure of about 0.3 X 10 -~ mb on all three planets. Since energy absorbed above the transition level can only be removed by conduction or mass transport downward, this level is also a temperature minimum, which, in the case of the .Earth, is called the mesopause. In this section we shall consider the characteristics of the Mars and Venus atmospheres from the mesopause upward. Following usage for the Earth, we shall sometimes refer to two subdivisions of this upper atmosphere region: the thermosphere, in which the mean free path of molecules is less than a scale height, and the exosphere, in which the mean free path exceeds a scale height.
Observations.--The atmospheric refractive indices deduced from radio occultation of Mariners 4, 5, 6, and 7 yield information on upper-atmosphere structure as well as on the density profile near the ground. Refractive indices less than one arise from ionization, and electron densities can be inferred from the portions of the occultation data exhibiting such refractive indices. Figure 9 shows electron densities on the day sides of Venus and Mars in the www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews height range 90 to 200 km deduced from Mariner 4, 5, and 6 S-band occultation data (Kllore et al 1967 , 1969a , 1969b , Fieldbo & Eshleman 1968F ieldbo , Kllore & Seidel 1970 . Electron densities at higher levels on the day and night sides of Venus, inferred from the dual frequency radio occultation experiment of Mariner 5, are shown in Figure 10 (Mariner Stanford Group 1967) . No ionization was detected on the night sides of either Venus or Mars by the S-band technique.
Information on the state of the upper atmosphere also comes from ultraviolet photometry on Mariner 5, and ultraviolet spectrometry on Mariners 6 and 7. The intensity of emissions can be directly related to number densities of ground states as well as of the emitting states, provided that the excitation mechanisms are known . Mariner 5 detected emission in the 1050-1250/~ band, presumably due to Ly a (Barth, Pearce & Kelley et al 1967 , Barth, Wallace & Pearce 1968 . These data are shown in Figure 11 . Ultraviolet photometers carried by Venera 4 also detected Ly a emission near Venus; intensities agree with the data shown in Figure 11 at distances exceeding 12,000 km on the day side, but showed lower emission rates closer to the planet. An attempt to detect the 1304-7 /~ atomic oxygen emission by Venera 4 yielded negative results, from which an upper-limit atomic oxygen abundance of 2 X 10~ atoms/cm 8 at 300 km height has been inferred (Kurt, Dostolow & Sheffer 1968) . Ly a was also detected near Mars www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews An absolute density datum for the Venus upper atmosphere was obtained from the 1959 occultation of Regulus (deVaucouleurs & Menzel 1960 , Hunten & McElroy 1968 . Density 118 km above the surface was approximately 6 X l0 t* molecules/cm s. This density value agrees with the upward extrapolation of density inferred from the Mariner 5 radio occultation (Figure 12) . No Comparable neutral density datum is available for the Mars mesopause region.
Composition and thermal struc~ure.--When theoretical models of the Mars and Venus thermospheres are compared with observation, only those models involving essentially pure CO, give good agreement. Compared with all combinations of H, C, O, N, their compounds of moderate molecular weight, and rare gases, pure CO2 gives an extremum of thermospheric properties. Models involving pure COs. give the smallest electron densities, the lowest elevation for the electron density peak, and the smallest electron scale height above the peak. These properties of pure CO~ thermospheres result from the high molecular weight and radiative efficiency of CO,, which imply low temperatures and small scale heights.
Static thermal and ionization models of Venus illustrate this (Stewart 1968 www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews INGERSOLL & LEOVY 1967 . These models show that the observed Venus electron density profile (Figure 9 ) can be explained by ionization of CO~ and dissociative recombination (CO~+-be---~CO-t-O), with an upper thermosphere temperature near 700°K. They also show that as little as 2.5% dissociation (O/COs = 2.5%) at 135 kin, with diffusive equilibrium above 135 kin, produces large increases over the observed electron densities at high elevation due to ionization of atomic oxygen. Similarly, only 10% N2 by volume, mixed throughout the thermosphere, produces marked excesses of electrons relative to the observations. Using a complex model of diffusion, ionization charge exchange, and recombination processes, Shimizu (1969) has shown that electron density and height of the ionization peak increase dramatically as lighter gases are added to COs.
These results are consistent with the very low limit on atomic oxygen obtained from Venera 5 observations at 1304-7 .~ (Kurt, Dostolow & Sheffer 1968 ). If we combine that negative result with the density datum obtained from the Regulus occultation, and assume an upper thermosphere temperature of 700°K, the O/COs ratio at 300 km would be < 10 -4. A rocket ultraviolet spectrum of Venus showing an atomic, oxygen feature indicates that this limit may be too low, however (Moos, Fastie & Bottema 1969) . The 700°K temperature inferred from the ionization profile agrees with that of atomic hydrogen in the exosphere at planetocentric distances exceeding 12,000 km, as determined from the Ly a emission (Barth 1968) . Some results of MeElroy's (1969) static thermal model of the Venus thermosphere are shown Figure 12 . These results agree with those of Stewart (1968) and Hogan Stewart (1969) .
Although a variety of Mars electron density models have been considered (see Brandt & McElroy 1968 , McElroy 1967 , only models for which COs + is www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews the predominant positive ion between 150 and 200 km appear to be acceptable when the most recent laboratory measurement of the rate of dissociative recombination of CO2 + is used ~Weller & Biondi 1967). The ultraviolet spectra ~Figure 4) confirm the predominance of CO2 +. The O and CO emissions in the ultraviolet spectra have been shown to be consistent with an O/CO, ratio of 10 -3 at 140 kin, and 10 -2 at 200 km (McConnell & McElroy 1970) . The low, thin, and weak ionized layer on Mars is again an indication that concentrations of any lighter gases, such as N~, are very low. As we have seen, the ultraviolet spectra provide even stronger evidence for a low N, abundance.
If we assume that the electron density profile is determined by ionization and dissociative recombination, the scale height above the peak indicates a Mars upper thermosphere temperature near 300°K in July 1965 (Stewart Hogan 1969b , Hogan & Stewart 1969 , and near 500°K in August 1969 (Fjeldbo, Kliore & Seldel 1970) . The difference can be explained by the greater extreme ultraviolet (euv) solar flux in 1969.
According to McElroy (1969) , the upper thermosphere temperature expected for Mars in July 1965 is about 450°K, significantly greater than the 300°K temperature inferred from the electron scale height. Cloutier, McElroy & Michel (1969) suggested that solar wind interaction with the Mars thermosphere could drive ionization downward on the day side, and might explain the low value of the electron scale height. They assume that the Venus thermosphere is shielded from this effect by atomic hydrogen in the Hogan & Stewart (1969) argue that the photoionization heating efficiency in a CO2 atmosphere may be smaller than the value assumed by McElroy, and that this may account for the 300°K temperature inferred from the electron scale height on Mars (Figure 13 ). They then account for the 700°K temperature inferred for Venus as an effect of that planet's slow rotation; relatively high temperatures develop on the dayside (Figure 12 ), in spite of the presumed low value of the heating efficiency, because the thermal response time of the thermosphere is short compared to the period of rotation. It remains to be seen whether a low value of the heating efficiency can be reconciled with laboratory and theoretical studies (Henry & McElroy 1968 , McConnell & MeElroy 1970 . has a rate coefficient less than 10 -34 cmB/sec (Clyne & Thrush 1962) . This fast enough to account for recombination and predominance of COs in the lower atmosphere, but not in the thermosphere. Turbulent mixing of dissociation products downwards, and of COs upwards, could account for the undissoclated state of the thermosphere, but only if the mixing rate were several orders of magnitude greater on Mars and Venus than it is on the Earth at comparable levels (Donahue 1968 , Shimizu 1969 McElroy (1969) ; the dashed line is from Hogan & Stewart (1969). www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews anism. McElroy (1967) and McElroy & Hunten (1970) suggested that and CO would recombine in the following reactions:
Photochemistry of CO2.--It
OlD + COs -~ C08" 2.
CO8 + CO -~ 2CO~3.
Excited atomic oxygen (OLD) is produced in the dissociation of CO2 euv radiation. The excited CO8 (CO**) undergoes a radiative transition to stable state. This state must last for at least 20 sec in order that the rate at which reaction (3) proceeds be sufficient to prevent accumulation of CO and O (Donahue 1968) . However, there is now strong experimental evidence that the lifetime of CO8 is negligibly small, and that the quantum efficiency for production of CO and O in the ground state is unity (DeMore 1970 , Clark Noxon 1970 , Felder, Morrow & Young 1970 , Slanger & Black 1970 , Donahue (1968) has suggested that recombination is catalyzed by hydrogen compounds produced in the dissociation of H20:
CO + OH-~ COs + H 4.
H + O2 + M-~ HO~ + M 5.
HO~ + CO -~ CO~ + OH 6.
With an ample supply of H and OH, this mechanism would be limited by the three-body reaction (5). Consequently, it would only be effective below the mesopause. Rapid vertical mixing of O, CO, and CO2 would be required for these reactions to affect the state of CO~. dissociation in the thermosphere. None of these mechanisms appears to be satisfactory, especially in view of the fact that the real recombination mechanism works on both Venus and Mars, even though hydrogen compound concentrations and turbulent mixing rates are likely to be quite different on the two planets.
Hydrogen, deuterium, and helium on Venus.--The Mariner 5 Ly a observations at Venus (Figure 11 ) cannot be interpreted in terms of a single component in thermal escape. The dayside data are consistent with a number density distribution having a scale height of 800 km below 6000 km altitude, and a scale height of 1600 km above 6000 kin. If the neutral exosphere densities are a consequence of thermal escape, two Ly ¢~ emitting components, whose ratio of scale heights is 2, are required to explain these data. Barth, Wallace & Pearce (1968) suggested that photodissociation of H~ yielding H(2P) followed by Ly o~ emission could explain the smaller scale height below 6000 kin, but the high ratio of H2 to H (,-~100, which would be required to explain the observations, could not be maintained against photodissociation by any plausible transport mechanism (Donahue 1968 , McElroy & Hunten 1969 .
Alternatively, the small scale height below 6000 km could be due to deuterium (Donahue 1968 ). This hypothesis requires an H concentration www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews INGERSOLL & LEOVY " 104 em -8 and a D concentration of 10~ cm -8 at the base of the exosphere (Wallace 1969). Such a low H/D ratio need not require a low H/D ratio in the atmosphere as a whole. Because H escapes much more readily than D, the escape flux of H would exceed that of D by the factor 2 X 103, and if every H and D atom produced by primary photodissociation escapes, this would also be the ratio H/D in the atmosphere as a whole (Donahue 1968) . The large change in the ratio H/D, from 2 × 103 in the lower atmosphere to 10 -1 at the base of the exosphere, implies weaker vertical mixing in the Venus upper atmosphere than on the Earth (McElroy & Hunten 1969 , Donahue 1969 . This is at odds with the apparent requirement for intense mixing needed to maintain a CO2 thermosphere. For the Earth, the ratio H/D is 6700. McElroy & Hunten suggest that H has been depleted relative to D on Venus as a result of fractionation by escape of large amounts of hydrogen. Since hydrogen is produced by photolysis of water vapor, a reliable determination oI the H/D ratio would provide important information on the history of water
The day and night ionization profiles determined by the Mariner Stanford Group (Figure 10 ) provide indirect evidence for abundant 4. The daytime densities of 104 electrons cm -~ near 200 and 500 km can be easily 9xplalned by ionization of He 4, provided that the He 4 abundance at 200 km is near 5 X 10~ cm -~. Thiz ionization cannot be easily accounted for by combinations of-other likely constituent~ such as CO~, H, D, or H2 (Whitten 1970) . Concentrations of He 4 of this magnitude have also been inferred by McElr0y & Strobel (1969) as a plausible source for the observed night-side ionosphere. The latter could be maintained by transport of helium ions from the dayside by 100-200 m/s winds above 200 kin. Knudsen & Anderson (1969) argue that the HO abundance of 5 X 107 cm -~ at the 200 km level on Venus implies that the rate of radiogenic production and outgasslng of He 4 on Venus is at least as large as the terrestrial rate.
ATMOSPHERIC DYNA~CS
The large-scale dynamics of planetary atmospheres reflect a balance between the rate of generation of potential energy by radiation and the rate of destruction of mechanical energy by dissipation.
Heat enters the system in the sunlit hemisphere and leaves the system from both hemispheres. An attempt to derive the scaling of velocity amplitudes and temperature differences from one planet to another was made by Golytsln (1970) . He finds that the amplitude of the motion varies inversely as the mass of the atmosphere and directly as the solar heating. His theory does not account for the organization and direction of the motion, or for the occasional concentration of activity into intense local phenomena, such as dust devils on Mars, nor does it account for rapid rotation of part of the Venus atmosphere which we discuss below. V enus lower-atmosphere dynamics. --Goody (1969) has summarized thewww.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews ories of the deep atmospheric circulation of Venus (Goody & Robinson 1966 , IIess 1968 , Stone 1968 . The essential feature of these models is t h a t there is no rotation of the atmosphere or the planet. The motion consists of a single overturning cell, symmetric about the subsolar and antisolar points, with rising motion at the subsolar point and sinking motion at the antisolar point. These models offer one explanation for the relatively small temperature contrast over the Venus clouds (Figure 8 ) and for the adiabatic temperature distribution in the deep atmosphere. Goody's (1969) review contains only a brief discussion of the observations which suggest t h a t near the tops of the Venus clouds, the atmosphere rotates with a 4 day period. T h e solid planet rotates with a 243 day period, and both rotations are retrograde, that is, opposite to the direction of orbital motion. T h e first evidence for the 4 day rotation came i n photographs taken through an ultraviolet filter (wavelength 3500-4000 A). A t these wavelengths, amorphous patches of light and dark are detectable, and their motion can be measured by comparing photographs taken several hours apart , Dollfus 1968 , Boyer & GuCrin 1969 . Figure 14 shows one such sequence. Guinot & Feissel (1968) claim to have measured this motion spectroscopically. Ingersoll (1970b) has shown how the stratospheric oblateness associated with this motion could be detected with radio occultation data. Schubert & Whitehead (1969) were the first to suggest that the 4 day circulation is the atmosphere's rectified response to the periodic thermal forcing of the Sun. This model was further elaborated by Schubert 8-1 Young (1970) , Thompson (1970) , and Malkus (1970) . The only model which considers radiative heat transfer in a realistic way is Gierasch's (1970) model, which we will describe here. Gierasch assumes that heat is deposited as sun- www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews light at some level within the cloud, where the atmosphere is presumed to rotate with the solid planet. Thus, the stratosphere above the cloud is warmed by radiation from below which varies periodically at the overhead frequency of the Sun. The radiative adjustment time of the stratosphere decreases as height increases, however, so the rotation of the stratosphere must increase with height in order that there be no phase shift in the thermal wave. If the phase of the wave were to vary ~vith height, thermally driven motions would act to restore constant phase. Radiative adjustment times for CO2 are known , and with these Gierasch is able compute the speed of the stratosphere as a function of height. He finds that the period is ¢ days at the P=40 mb level.
The Venus atmosphere may also play an important part in the dynamics of the planet's rotation. Gold & Soter (1969) showed that the effect of the thermal tide on Venus, if it were as large as the thermal tide on the Earth, might cancel the effect of the solid-body tide which tends to bring the planet into a prograde synchronous rotation. Ingersoll & Hinch (1971) have at¢ tempted to compute the atmospheric tide directly, and they find that the resulting torque is of the right order of magnitude to balance the solid-body torque. For their model to be valid, the lapse rate must be very close to the adiabatic lapse rate, but this is not an unwarranted assumption, according to recent occultation data ( Figure 6 ).
Mars lower-atmosphere dynamics.--Similarities
in rotation rates, axial tilts, and the small optical thicknesses for solar radiation for the Earth and Mars suggest that similar kinds of circulation are to be expected on the two planets (Leovy 1969) . A major difference arises in the response of the surface temperature to seasonal changes. On the Earth, the oceans tend to maintain the average surface temperature in any latitude belt close to its annual average, and the atmosphere tends to distribute heat evenly with respect to latitude.
On Mars, the thermal inertia of the ground and the heat capacity of the atmosphere are both small, and the surface temperature tends to be close to its local radiative equilibrium value at each latitude. Other differences include: the shorter radiative adjustment time for temperature perturbations , absence of energetically significant latent heat effects due to water vapor on Mars, and the existence of very largeamplitude, large-scale Mars topography (Pettingill et al 1969 , Belton& Hunten 1969b .
Atmospheric wind systems are driven by the uneven distribution, in time and space, of the solar heating. The dynamical behavior of large-scale wind systems depends on whether the thermal driving mechanism has a period longer or shorter than the planet's rotation period. On the Earth, the mean latitudinal difference in temperature drives the mean zonal (east-west) winds at midlatitudes, as well as the large cyclones and anticyclones which convect heat poleward. Such systems are expected on Mars, but because latitudinal temperature differences are larger than on Earth, larger velocities www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews are expected. On the Earth, large-scale wind systems associated with diurnal temperature differences are relatively weak, because the diurnal thermal response of the atmosphere is small. On Mars, where diurnal temperature changes are larger, the associated diurnal wind systems are also expected to be larger.
Computer simulations of large-scale Mars wind systems have been carried out by Leovy & Mintz (1969) . They used finite-difference analogues of the fluid mechanical equations to derive time-dependent temperatures and wind profiles on a coarse grid (15° longitude by 7° latitude) at two levels, at approximately 3 and 13 km heights. Some time-averaged temperature values obtained from these simulations are compared with temperatures inferred from the Mariner S-band occultation data, and with temperatures computed by Gierasch & Goody in Figure 7 . The agreement is reasonably good, considering the many Uncertainties in the theories and in the interpretation of the occultation data. Figure 15 shows the zonally averaged zonal and meridlonal winds computed by Leovy &Mintz. Their model also predicts large-scale cyclonic disturbances in all seasons except summer, and significant diurnal and semidiurnal wind oscillations.
The diurnal heating, which is responsible for these "thermal tides," and the nature of the resulting oscillation have also been discussed by Gierasch & Goody (1968) , Leovy (1969) , and Lindzen (1970) . The analogous problem for the Earth has described in a recent monograph by Chapman & Lindzen (1970) .
A recent systematic study of bright objects suspected of being clouds in the Lowell Observatory collection of Mars plates (5000 plates dating back to 1907) by Martin & Baum (1969) revealed only a few moving features, predominantly low speeds ( <5 m/s) for most of these. Since high winds are expected, we infer that most of the features seen by Martin and Baum either were not clouds, or if clouds, were fixed to local surface features in the same way that wave clouds on the Earth remain stationary in flow over mountains.
The topography of Mars must exert a strong influence on the circulation. A partial theory of motions driven by large-scale topography, as observed over the Great Plains, has been given by Holton (1967) . Gierasch & Sagan (1971) have pointed out that such topography can substantially intensify thermally driven winds on Mars.
Upper-atmosphere circulation and mlxlng.--Comparatlvely
little work has been done on possible circulations of the upper atmospheres of Mars and Venus, even though, as we have seen, the validity of inferences drawn from static models depends partly on the degree to which circulation maintains local conditions in .the thermosphere close to global average conditions. Dickinson (1969) has presented analytical and numerical solutions for flow in the thermosphere of a nonrotating planet. His solutions may be applicable to Venus. The results show that horizontal winds ~-d00-200 m/s are to be expected and are capable of maintaining a fair degree of temperature equilization between day and night sides (Dickinson 1970 Lindzen (1970) speculates that the vertically propagating diurnal tide provides a major mechanism for generating turbulence and mixing in the Earth's upper atmosphere at latitudes between +30% He extends this reasoning to Mars to suggest that the region of turbulent mixing would extend 14 + 1 scale heights above the surface (about 100 kin). Lindzen also estimates that if the vertical energy transported upward by the terrestrial semidiurnal tide is dissipated in the thermosphere, it would maintain the thermosphere at 600°K without any other heating mechanism. Evidently possible dissipative heating of the Mars thermosphere by tides must be seriously considered. Other types of largescale tropospheric disturbances may also propagate energy upward (Matsuno 1970 ), but our understanding of their role in upper-atmosphere phenomena is still rudimentary.
EVOLUTION 01~ THE ATMOSPHERES
Studying the atmospheres of the terrestrial planets provides information which is essential in our understanding of the Earth's atmosphere and its history. Clearly the composition of a planetary atmosphere is determined by several factors, including the mass and composition of the solid planet, the amount of incident sunlight, and conditions at the time of planetary formation. One of the most intriguing questions is whether the Earth is unique, or whether it is simply a member of the series of terrestrial planets, somehow filling the gap between Venus and Mars. We would like to know, for instance: to what extent do the outgassing histories of the terrestrial planets differ and to what extent have their atmospheres been modified after outgassing?
Reactions between atmosphere and crust.--We mentioned in the introduction that most of the Earth's COs which has been released from the interior is now buried in sedimentary rocks (Table 1 ). The concentration of CO9. the oceans, and therefore the C02 partial pressure in the atmosphere, is set by reactions of the form
CaSiO3 -]-CO~ ~-CaCO3 q-Si02 7.
Such reactions are at equilibrium in shallow seas where carbonate sediments are being deposited (Rubey 1951) . Mueller (1964) pointed out that reactions betvceen CO~ and common silicates might also set the COs partial pressure on Venus. Lewis (1968) attempted to locate the Venus surface by computing the intersection of the observed pressure-temperature curve of the atmosphere and the equilibrium pressure-temperature curve of the relevant chemical reactions. Difficulties www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews INGERSOLL & LEOV¥ arise because there are several different reactions, involving different silicate compounds, and any of them might determine the equilibrium point. In any case, it is possible that there are extensive carbonate deposits on Venus, and that the amount of COs released by outgassing is greater than the amount observed in the atmosphere today. Lewis (1969 Lewis ( , 1970 has also considered the chemistry of other volatile elements on Venus; his choice of elements is based mainly on terrestrial and solar abundances. He argues that because of the high surface temperatures, a large number of compounds may be present in the atmosphere in detectable quantities.
Besides H~O, CO, HC1, and HF, which have already been detected, he adds COS, H~S, NH~, HBr, Hg, HgBr~, and many others. He has proposed several of .these as likely constituents of the Venus clouds. As we have seen, there is some evidence for a multilayered cloud structure (Fjeldbo, Kliore & Eshleman 1971 , Rasool 1970 , but no further evidence that Lewis' model is correct.
The other important volatile on Venus is water. Mueller (1954) feels that the water vapor abundance is set by a balance between the rate of outgasslng and the rate of photodissoclation and escape. This is also the point of view taken by Walker, Tureklan & Hunten (1970) . Lewis (1968) claims that water may be in equilibrium with surface rocks, which raises the possibility that vast amounts of water are locked up chemically at the surface. Others (Fricker & Reynolds 1968 , Anders 1968 have proposed that the amount water outgassed from the interior is a small quantity, essentially equal to the present-day atmospheric abundance. The other possibility, that large amounts of water (equivalent to the Earth's oceans) have been lost Venus, will be discussed latcr.
On Mars, both H20 and CO2 occur in solid and vapor form, so that it is impossible to estimate the amounts outgassed from atmospheric abundances alone. However, the upper limit to the amount oI N~ is about 0.3 mb (Dalgarno & McElroy 1970) , which implies either that the amount of outgassing on Mars is 10 -s that of the Earth, or that nitrogen is bound chemically at the surface of Mars. The upper limit N~/CO2<5~o in the Mars atmosphere is roughly equal to the ratio N~/CO~ for the Earth's volatiles (Table 1) . However, if the amount of solid CO~ in the Mars polar caps is much greater than the amount in the atmosphere, then the ratio of N~ to COs outgassed on Mars might be less than that outgassed on the Earth. The upper limit to the ratio of N~ to CO~ on Venus is also about 5%, and similar remarks apply. A positive detection of N~ on either Mars or Venus would be an important aid to understanding the outgassing histories of the terrestrial planets.
Escape of atmospheric gases.--A classic description of escape by thermal acceleration of molecules at the top of an atmosphere was given by Spitzer (1952) . The escape flux depends on the ratio of the planetary escape velocity to the mean thermal velocity of molecules in the exosphere. If the temperature of the neutral atmosphere and the density of each component are known www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews at the base of the exosphere, the escape flux can be computed. Where direct measurements are not available, the escape flux may be computed from theoretical models of the upper atmosphere.
For the lightest gas, hydrogen, the probability of escape is so great that the actual escape flux usually depends on the rate of supply from levels below the exosphere. On the Earth, hydrogen is produced mainly by photodlssoclatlon of water vapor near the mesopause (Berkner & Marshall 1965 , Brinkmann 1969 . An important question is whether photodissociation of water and escape of hydrogen could have accounted for the initial accumulation of oxygen in the Earth's atmosphere. It is clear,' from the oxidation state of gases in equilibrium with basaltic melts, that oxygen could not have been released directly into the atmosphere by outgassing (Hollan d 1964) . Berkner & Marshall (1965) claim that the amount of oxygen in the Earth's atmosphere began to rise rapidly as a result of photosynthetic activity by green plants. But Brinkmann (1969) has shown that the rate of photodlssociation of water and escape of hydrogen may have been sufficient to account for the early rise of oxygen in the absence of biological activity. The question has important implications for theories of the origin of life. Walker, Turekian & Hunten (1970) deduce an upper limit to the escape of hydrogen from Venus, based on Mariner 5 Ly a observations ( Figure  11 ). They assume that the escape flux is controlled by the rate of photodissociation of water in the Venus atmosphere; from the inferred upper limit to the escape flux they compute the maximum rate of supply of water from the interior. The rate of supply is 5 orders of magnitude less than the rate needed to supply an amount of water equivalent to the Earth's oceans during 4.5 X 109 years. Then, assuming that the outgassing histories of the Earth and Venus are the same, they conclude that the rate of supply was much greater in the past than it is at present on both planets.
A major difficulty with the assumption that the outgassing histories of the Earth and Venus are the same is that Venus probably has no more than 10 -8 the amount of water that the Earth has. (Here we are assuming that large amounts of water are not locked up in crustal rocks on Venus.) Many authors (Hoyle 1955 , Sagan 1960 , Gold 1964 , Shlmazu & Urabe 1968 , Ingersoll 1969 , Rasool & de Bergh 1970 have discussed the possibility that this difference is due to the different escape histories of Venus and the Earth. The hypothesis to be tested is that water was once abundant on both planets and that the rate of photodissociation of water on Venus was then 3 or 4 orders of magnitude greater than it is on the Earth at present. If an ocean of water were added to Venus today, it is likely that water vapor would be a major atmospheric constituent. It can also be shown that if the present Earth were moved to the orbit of Venus, water vapor might soon become the major atmospheric constituent.
Several authors (Sagan 1960 , Gold 1964 , Donahue 1968 argued that this would not significantly increase the rate of photodissoclatlon of water, because water would still be a trace constituent at the high altitudes where photodissociation takes place. Later, Sagan www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews (1968) and Jastrow & Rasool (1969) argued that the fraction of water vapor in the stratosphere would have been large enough to permit rapid photodissociation, provided the stratospheric temperature were sufficiently large. However, Ingersoll (1969) showed that, regardless of the stratospheric temperature, water vapor would be a major constituent at all atmospheric levels if it were a major constituent at the surface. In short, it appears possible that the rate of photodissoclation of water on Venus was once 3 or 4 orders of magnitude greater than it is on the Earth today. If Venus has lost its oceans in this way, the amount of hydrogen which has escaped is large. Since deuterium escapes more slowly than ordinary hydrogen, the ratio D/H would be larger on Venus than it is on the Earth. As we have seen, there is some evidence, based on the Ly a emission near Venns, that this is the case (Donahue 1969 , MeElroy & Hunten 1969 , Wallace 1969 . The absence of free oxygen is then a mystery. If the primary gases from the interior of Venus were H20, CH4, and CO, in relative abundances such that the elemental ratio O/C were less than 2, then only CO2, CO, and/or C would remain. However, for the Earth's volatiles, the elemental ratio O/C is greater than 2. Another alternative is that ferrous iron in the crust of Venus has been oxidized to a depth of ,~10 km, sufficient to accommodate the liberated oxygen. No definitive test of these hypotheses has been proposed. McElroy & Hunten (1970) have estimated the rate of photodlssociation of water on Mars. They claim that at the present rate several meters of precipitable water might have been lost in 4.5 X 109 years. This is equivalent to a partial pressure at the sur[ace of about 100 rob, or 20 times the mass of CO2 observed in the atmosphere.
The escape of CO2 and other gases from Mercury was analyzed by Rasool, Gross & McGovern (1966) . Since their review, there has been a considerable increase in understanding of upper atmospheres in which CO2 is a major constituent.
Perhaps the subject should be reexamined. If the terrestrial planets are indeed closely related, the absence of an atmosphere on Mercury may prove to be the most puzzling observation of all.
